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INTRODUCTION
\yater management policies are products of knowledge,
modified by political forces. They are born of human
perception of need, or confrontation with crisis. Federal
and state statutes, case laws, regulations, and
administrative actions define U.S. water policies. New
courses of action reflect changing times and perspectives,
but old ones cling to traditions and many are associated
with institutions having parochial rather than global
outlooks. Furthermore, many outdated policies linger on
interminably, often conflicting with contemporary beliefs.
The issues identified herein concern Georgia and every
other state.
WATER MANAGEMENT ISSUES
Although the U.S. has been a leader in identifying,
understanding, and dealing with water management issues,
new and more sophisticated thrusts are in order if we are
to meet the challenges that lie ahead. Yesterday's policies
are inadequate for dealing with today's problems. Action
must be taken now to see that water resources that have
escaped human manipulation are protected, and that those
we have despoiled are restored to a more amenable state.
If we do not strike out in that direction, it is not likely
that our descendants will enjoy an enviable quality of life.
Modern water policies must embrace resource-related
and institutional issues. The physical properties and
distribution of water are keystones, but legal, political,
social, economic, and environmental building blocks must
be crafted into these policies as well.
The water policies of the past were mainly
development oriented (Holmes, 1972). Today, water
policy is focused on how to best manage this vital
resource. Unfortunately, many of the problems identified
over the years by a succession of panels, committees, and
commissions are still unsolved (National Water
Commission, 1973). Major issues include: providing a
national forum; providing regional forums; coordination
of water resources plans and programs; educating the
public and decision making bodies; modernizing
institutions and agency roles; paying for water
management; blending technology with public policy;
defining beneficial use; protecting and enhancing the
environment; and looking ahead (Peterson, 1988;
Viessman and Welty, 1985).
Public views on water policy have changed significantly
since the 1960's. Non-structural management is stressed,
new definitions of the beneficial use of water are
emerging, and joint considerations of land and water
interactions are becoming more common. And with these
changes has come a renewed concern about re-examining
past policies and institutions so that needed reforms can
be championed when they are needed. There is, however,
much that remains to be done.
There is a need for effective regional planning and
management. Many problems cannot be solved within the
bounds of a single governmental boundary. The true
spatial dimensions of problems must be recognized and
they must be dealt with accordingly.
Formulating water policies which maximize efficiency
and effectively address public views requires providing the
right forums for the circumstances. In some cases existing
forums are adequate, city councils, state legislatures, and
public interest group committees are examples of these.
There are, however, numerous occasions and/or issues that
require non-traditional approaches. In general, two
classes of needs are apparent, those related to resolving or
avoiding conflicts (consent building), and those related to
solving problems that transcend normal political and/or
agency boundaries (system-encompassing). The first
category of forum is needed to address points of
contention, whereas the second is needed to analyze issues
in their proper context. Historically, we have not done
very well in organizing either type of forum, although
there is increasing evidence of the design and application
of such forums for planning and management purposes.
To deal effectively with conflicting interests, the principal
stakeholders must be brought together in an atmosphere
that encourages cooperation and an exchange of views.
Building consent among the affected parties and
identifying common grounds should be the objective. The


